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CLAP Dubai, located in the heart of the prestigious Dubai 
International Financial Centre (DIFC), is the only rooftop 
restaurant and lounge in the area. CLAP effortlessly 
combines authenticity with innovation to create a 

sensory Japanese dining experience.

The whole venue incorporating indoor restaurant, 
terrace, bar and lounge accommodates 380 guests. 
CLAP’s interiors feature extraordinary design elements 
such as an eclectic chandelier, consisting of 2,100 
toys hanging high in the restaurant’s reception and 
the bar, decorated with hundreds of big-title books. 
It’s the juxtaposition of these modern, bold design 
elements against the natural woods and solid stone 
used across the kitchen, seating, and flooring that 

create a vibrant place to eat, drink and socialise.

ABOUT CLAP DUBAI



Decorated with hundreds of books and a suspended 
toy-conveyor belt which seemingly make the likes of 
Super Mario circle above, the bar is undoubtedly the 
centerpiece of the restaurant. CLAP’s cocktails are inspired 
by the nightlife of Tokyo and have been passionately 
crafted to create a hyperreal sensory experience. Each 
cocktail creation incorporates ingredients that make it 
authentically Japanese, staying in line with CLAP’s 
philosophy. Guests are treated to yuzu infused Roku 
gin, unfiltered sake, wasabi infused rye whiskey, Midori, 
wagyu fat-washed Yamazaki 12 and Toki Japanese whiskey, 
to name a few. To add to the selection, there is also an 
extensive mocktail list available incorporating the 

freshest ingredients.

Total Seating Capacity: 19 Guests

Total Standing Capacity: 100 Guests

RESTAURANT BAR



The only rooftop in DIFC, CLAP’s terrace offers 
180 degree views over Dubai’s stunning skyline. 
Whether it’s breathtaking sunsets or glimmering 
city lights at night, the L-shaped terrace is sure 
to provide the perfect al-fresco dining backdrop 
and is joined seamlessly with the inside space. 
The outdoor area is open from lunch time until 
the early hours, during the cooler Dubai months.

Total Seating Capacity: 98 Guests

Total Standing Capacity: 261 Guests

TERRACE



The vibrant CLAP Restaurant boasts spectacular 
views of the city skyline and the buzzing open 
kitchen creates an inviting atmosphere, whilst 

showing the chef brigade at work.

Total Seating Capacity: 137 Guests

Total Standing Capacity: 260 Guests

RESTAURANT



The a la carte menu offers an extensive selection 
of dishes, ranging from smaller plates to more 
indulgent mains and irresistible desserts. To 
enjoy a special CLAP experience, choose the 
Omakase menu, including dishes hand-picked 
by our chefs. Guests can also select from our 

dedicated vegetarian menu. 

Tailored, set and canapé menus
available upon enquiry.

MENU



Executive Head Chef, Renald Epie is a French national with 
over 25 years of experience in perfecting the art of classical 
French cuisine at several Michelin-starred restaurants. Renald 
landed in Dubai in 2013 to head up the culinary teams of 
iconic venues in the city before joining CLAP in his current 
role fusing his classical French training with a passion for 

traditional Japanese  techniques and flavours.

ABOUT THE CHEF
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Ongaku meaning music room is our lounge 
and an intimate private space beyond the 
restaurant. A specially curated bites menu is 
served alongside the exquisite CLAP cocktail 
list.Expect excellent music by our international 
DJ’s, drinks and an atmosphere like no other. 

Hosting up to 350 pax.

Total Seating Capacity: 76 Guests

Total Standing Capacity: 200 Guests

THE LOUNGE



Guests can enjoy the Ongaku experience from 
the terrace and marvel at the Dubai skyline as 
the sun goes down. The circular bar is the main 
attraction with a customisable and innovative 
LED display enveloping the entire structure 

and adding a cosmopolitan flair.

Total Seating Capacity: 97 Guests

Total Standing Capacity: 200 Guests  

THE TERRACE



FLOOR PLAN



OPERATING HOURS
Daily - 12pm to 3am

DRESS CODE
Smart Casual / Smart Elegant (Ongaku)

PARKING
Dedicated valet parking available on GD1 opposite 
Standard Chartered. Complimentary up to 3 hours.

CAPACITY
Our total capacity at the Restaurant, Terrace and 

Ongaku is 427 seating and 1,000 standing.

AUDIO / VISUAL
We can provide a production manager who will cater 
to your specific event requirements. Microphones, 
projectors, LED screens, podiums, lecterns, etc. are 

available upon request.

ENTERTAINMENT
In-house DJ available upon request.

FACT SHEET

LOCATION
DIFC, Gate Village Building 11, Level 9

SOCIAL
www.claprestaurant.com

@clapdxb #ClapDubai

@ongakubyclap #ongakubyclap

SPECIAL EVENTS TEAM 
To receive more information on your customised event 
package, kindly contact our dedicated Special Events 

team at reservations@clapdubai.com 

PLEASE NOTE
7 days notice or forfeit of deposit.

All bookings require 50% deposit to secure.

CONTACT US




